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They Call Me Coach John F. Blair, Publisher
A provocative and revelatory new biography of the legendary UCLA coach John Wooden, by one of
America's top college basketball writers No college basketball coach has ever dominated the sport like John
Wooden. His UCLA teams reached unprecedented heights in the 1960s and '70s capped by a run of ten
NCAA championships in twelve seasons and an eighty-eight-game winning streak, records that stand to this
day. Wooden also became a renowned motivational speaker and writer, revered for his "Pyramid of Success."
Seth Davis of Sports Illustrated and CBS Sports has written the definitive biography of Wooden, an
unflinching portrait that draws on archival research and more than two hundred interviews with players,
opponents, coaches, and even Wooden himself. Davis shows how hard Wooden strove for success, from his
All-American playing days at Purdue through his early years as a high school and college coach to the glory
days at UCLA, only to discover that reaching new heights brought new burdens and frustrations. Davis also
reveals how at the pinnacle of his career Wooden found himself on questionable ground with alumni,
referees, assistants, and even some of his players. His was a life not only of lessons taught, but also of lessons
learned. Woven into the story as well are the players who powered Wooden's championship teams –
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Bill Walton, Walt Hazzard, and others – many of whom speak frankly about their
coach. The portrait that emerges from Davis's remarkable biography is of a man in full, whose life story still
resonates today.
Football, Fatherhood, and College GameDay Saturdays McGraw Hill
Professional
The famous UCLA basketball coach talks about his players, his own
phenomenal career, and the mental and spiritual attitudes which bring
success

They Call Me Coach They Call Me Coach
A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK The long-awaited autobiography from Georgetown
University’s legendary coach, whose life on and off the basketball court threw America’s
unresolved struggle with racial justice into sharp relief. John Thompson was never just a
basketball coach and I Came As A Shadow is categorically not just a basketball autobiography.
After five decades at the center of race and sports in America, Thompson—the iconic NCAA
champion, Black activist, and educator—was ready to make the private public at last, and he
completed this autobiography shortly before his death in the historically tumultuous summer of
2020. Chockful of stories and moving beyond mere stats (three Final Fours, four-time national
coach of the year, seven Big East championships, 97 percent graduation rate), Thompson’s book
drives us through his childhood under Jim Crow segregation to our current moment of racial
reckoning. We experience riding shotgun with Celtics icon Red Auerbach and coaching NBA
Hall of Famers like Patrick Ewing and Allen Iverson. What were the origins of the the phrase
“Hoya Paranoia”? You’ll see. And parting his veil of secrecy, Thompson brings us into his
negotiation with a D.C. drug kingpin in his players’ orbit in the 1980s, as well as behind the
scenes of his years on the Nike board. Thompson’s mother was a teacher who had to clean
houses because of racism in the nation's capital. His father could not read or write. Their son
grew up to be a man with his own larger-than-life statue in a building that bears his family’s
name on a campus once kept afloat by the selling of 272 enslaved Black people. This is a great
American story, and John Thompson’s experience sheds light on many of the issues roiling our
nation. In these pages, he proves himself to be the elder statesman whose final words college
basketball and the country need to hear. I Came As A Shadow is not a swan song, but a bullhorn
blast from one of America’s most prominent sons.
Coach Wooden One-On-One Bloomsbury Publishing USA
"I know that I'll be evaluated in Seattle with wins and losses, as that is the nature of my
profession for the last thirty-five years. But our record will not be what motivates me. Years
ago I was asked, 'Pete, which is better: winning or competing?' My response was
instantaneous: 'Competing. . . because it lasts longer.'" Pete Carroll is one of the most
successful coaches in football today. As the head coach at USC, he brought the Trojans back
to national prominence, amassing a 97-19 record over nine seasons. Now he shares the
championship-winning philosophy that led USC to seven straight Pac-10 titles. This same
mind-set and culture will shape his program as he returns to the NFL to coach the Seattle
Seahawks. Carroll developed his unique coaching style by trial and error over his career. He
learned that you get better results by teaching instead of screaming, and by helping players
grow as people, not just on the field. He learned that an upbeat, energetic atmosphere in the
locker room can coexist with an unstoppable competitive drive. He learned why you should
stop worrying about your opponents, why you should always act as if the whole world is
watching, and many other contrarian insights. Carroll shows us how the Win Forever
philosophy really works, both in NCAA Division I competition and in the NFL. He reveals
how his recruiting strategies, training routines, and game-day rituals preserve a team's
culture year after year, during championship seasons and disappointing seasons alike. Win
Forever is about more than winning football games; it's about maximizing your potential in
every aspect of your life. Carroll has taught business leaders facing tough challenges. He
has helped troubled kids on the streets of Los Angeles through his foundation A Better LA.
His words are true in any situation: "If you want to win forever, always compete."

They Call Me Coach W Publishing Group
Former NBA star and Presidential Medal of Freedom recipient Kareem Abdul-Jabbar explores his
50-year friendship with Coach John Wooden, one of the most enduring and meaningful relationships in
sports history. When future NBA legend Kareem Abdul-Jabbar was still an 18-year-old high school
basketball prospect from New York City named Lew Alcindor, he accepted a scholarship from UCLA
largely on the strength of Coach John Wooden's reputation as a winner. It turned out to be the right
choice, as Alcindor and his teammates won an unprecedented three NCAA championship titles. But it
also marked the beginning of one of the most extraordinary and enduring friendships in the history of
sports. In Coach Wooden and Me, Abdul-Jabbar reveals the inspirational story of how his bond with
John Wooden evolved from a history-making coach-player mentorship into a deep and genuine
friendship that transcended sports, shaped the course of both men's lives, and lasted for half a century.
Coach Wooden and Me is a stirring tribute to the subtle but profound influence that Wooden had on

Kareem as a player, and then as a person, as they began to share their cultural, religious, and family
values while facing some of life's biggest obstacles. From his first day of practice, when the players were
taught the importance of putting on their athletic socks properly; to gradually absorbing the sublime
wisdom of Coach Wooden's now famous "Pyramid of Success"; to learning to cope with the ugly racism
that confronted black athletes during the turbulent Civil Rights era as well as losing loved ones, Abdul-
Jabbar fondly recalls how Coach Wooden's fatherly guidance not only paved the way for his unmatched
professional success but also made possible a lifetime of personal fulfillment. Full of intimate, never-before-
published details and delivered with the warmth and erudition of a grateful student who has learned his
lessons well, Coach Wooden and Me is at once a celebration of the unique philosophical outlook of
college basketball's most storied coach and a moving testament to the all-conquering power of friendship.
Instant New York Times and USA Today Bestseller President Barack Obama's Favorite Book of 2017 A
Boston Globe and Huffington Post Best Book of 2017 Pick
Don't Call Me Coach Sasquatch Books
They Call Me CoachMcGraw-Hill Education
Win Forever Publication Consultants
Big House. For nearly half a century in college basketball circles, no other introduction was necessary.
Clarence E. "Big House" Gaines became head coach at Winston-Salem Teachers College in 1946. He
was not just the head basketball coach. He was the head coach. Period. He coached every sport the
school offered -- football, basketball, track, tennis, boxing. He taught in the classroom, too, And all for
$2,400 a year. He slept in the men's dormitory and ate discounted meals in the cafeteria. How good
were his teams in those early days? About as good as you'd expect at a predominantly women's college
whose cupboard of male athletes was bare immediately after World War II.
They Call Me Coach Entrepreneur Press
Just when you thought you couldn't do it you meet someone who challenges the status quo. Just when
you thought you couldn't do it you meet someone who challenges the status quo. Just when you thought
you couldn't do it you meet someone who challenges the status quo. Just when you thought you couldn't
do it you meet someone who challenges the status quo. Just when you thought you couldn't do it you
meet someone who challenges the status quo. Just when you thought you couldn't do it you meet
someone who challenges the status quo. Just when you thought you couldn't do it you meet someone
who challenges the status quo.
Coach 'Em Way Up FurPlanet Productions
The former UCLA men's basketball coach reflects on his career, his life outside of basketball, and the
impact some of his top players had on the NBA.
They Call Me Coach Anchor Books
Do you think running sucks? Do you think you're too fat to run? Look no further, Not Your Average Runner is
for everyone. With humor, compassion, and lots of love, Jill Angie delivers the goods: overcoming the challenges
of running with an overweight body and giving individuals self-esteem an enormous boost in the process. This
isn't a guide to running for weight loss, or a simple running plan. It shows readers how a woman carrying a few
(or many) extra pounds can successfully become a runner in the body she has right now. Jill Angie is a certified
running coach and personal trainer who wants to live in a world where everyone is free to feel fit and fabulous at
any size. She started the Not Your Average Runner movement in 2013 to show that runners come in all shapes,
sizes and speeds, and, since then, has assembled a global community of revolutionaries that are taking the
running world by storm. If you would like to be part of the revolution, flip to the inside and find out more!
They Call Me Coach North Star Pressof st Cloud
Get inspiration for finding your path from one man's true story of life in the Deep South, a memoir
lauded by Coretta Scott King's cousin, Christine Jackson, as "a book everyone should read!" Growing
up, Mark Epstein had dreams of playing basketball, but his lack of motivation sidelined him. Inspired
after he read true civil rights stories about Black Americans, Epstein's secret dream was born. Personal
heartbreak drove him to a new life in Charleston, South Carolina, where he found his mission to
improve the world through sports. In this inspiring memoir of an educator, Epstein shares the magic of
befriending some of the greatest athletes in history as well as students and parents in the public school
system. From desperate circumstances to a twenty-seven-year career in education and coaching, They
Call Me Pathfinder is the story of how one lost soul from Massachusetts found his way to a life that
became an American dream come true.
If I Can You Can Akashic Books
In this New York Times bestseller, legendary coach Bobby Bowden gives readers an inside look
at the path that led him to become one of college football’s most successful coaches—now in
paperback. Coach Bobby Bowden is an icon of college football who ran his legendary, top-
ranking program with a trademark southern charm. With his recent retirement, Bowden is ready
to give fans and readers the behind-the-scenes story of his 55-year career and the path that
helped him become one of college football's most successful coaches and patriarch of the sport's
most famous coaching family. In this book, Bowden will reveal never-before-published details of
the moments and events that have defined his life, including: * The tragic death of his grandson
and son-in-law in a 2004 automobile accident. * The details of his retirement as FSU's coach at
the end of the 2009 season.
How to Create a Winning Organizaion Camino Books Incorporated
The UCLA Bruins coach pays tribute to the individuals who helped foster the values that shaped
his career, and shares interviews with people he mentored throughout the years, including
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and Bill Walton.
The Life and Times of John Paris, Jr., Hockey's First Black Professional Coach Little, Brown Books for
Young Readers
Bestselling author Sherman Alexie tells the story of Junior, a budding cartoonist growing up on the
Spokane Indian Reservation. Determined to take his future into his own hands, Junior leaves his
troubled school on the rez to attend an all-white farm town high school where the only other Indian is
the school mascot. Heartbreaking, funny, and beautifully written, The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-
Time Indian, which is based on the author's own experiences, coupled with poignant drawings by Ellen
Forney that reflect the character's art, chronicles the contemporary adolescence of one Native American
boy as he attempts to break away from the life he was destined to live. With a forward by Markus Zusak,
interviews with Sherman Alexie and Ellen Forney, and four-color interior art throughout, this edition is
perfect for fans and collectors alike.
Wooden on Leadership Henry Holt and Company
Coach John Wooden's teams won 10 NCAA mens basketball championships at UCLA and Sporting
News magazine named him the greatest coach of all time. Yet decades after he retired and now after his
passing, his wisdom capsulized so clearly in his famous Pyramid of Success continues to guide new
generations of athletes, coaches, and people of all walks of life. In The Greatest Coach Ever, the
Fellowship of Christian Athletes features 40 tributes from athletes, coaches, and other influential leaders
like Bobby Bowden, Tom Osborne, Sue Semrau, Tony Dungy, Mike Singletary, Tamika Catchings, Joe
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Girardi, Jim Tressel and David Robinson playing honor to Coach Wooden and reflecting on how his
example has challenged and changed them. Their stories can challenge and change your life, too. Coach
Wooden appreciated the tributes and the honor of being called the greatest coach ever, but felt
uncomfortable with the title. He was eager to see that this book points to the one whom he calls the
greatest coach ever. I am happy being remembered as a man of integrity. I like that, --John Wooden,
May 21 2010.
The Life and Legacy of Les Habegger Cross Training Pub
At last, those of us not lucky enough to hear Phil Martelli in person can now draw inspiration from his
book. Dont Call Me Coach presents him at his compelling and captivating best, as he finally puts into
print the mantra of his memorable speeches. In fact one of Americas most colorful, outspoken, and
successful coaches, Martelli compresses his three decades of experience into a ten-point lesson plan for
life that will benefit anyone, no matter what the challenges may be.We are all coaches, he insists, and
each of us represents a book of unique experiences others can learn from. We are defined not by what
we do, but by who we are. Yet we should not take ourselves seriously, but, rather, what we do. And so,
even though he was named college basketballs Coach of the Year in 2004, this quintessentially regular
Philly guy prefers not to be addressed as Coach Martelli. If you will, just call me Phil. . . . This book is
my conversation with you. This unpretentious tone pervades Dont Call Me Coachas distinctively
different from most life-lessons books as Phil Martellis spontaneous HawkTalk is from other coaches
tightly scripted TV shows. Martellis experiences within his own extended familyoften funny, sometimes
poignant, and always instructiveform a warmly personal background to everything he spells out in his
book. Having turned down far more lucrative offers to coach at mega-universities, Martelli enters
another new season at the helm of the storied mens basketball program at Philadelphias Saint Josephs
University. As he puts it, You have to know where your heart is. These expressions of his heart and mind
will resonate in yours, no matter where you went to school, and whether youre an avid sports fan or not.
As Phil concludes, The Hawk will never die! is more than the slogan of one specific university. It
represents the will to excel, to never give inan approach to life we can all share.
The Greatest Coach Ever Morgan James Publishing
This fascinating first-person story of UCLA's brilliant basketball coach.
Tales from Junior Hockey's Legendary Hall-of-Fame Coach Gospel Light Publications
In unflinchingly honest prose, Sugar Rodgers shares her inspiring story of overcoming
tremendous odds to become an all-star in the WNBA. "They Better Call Me Sugar is fabulous--so
infinitely readable and engaging. Sugar Rodgers is such a clear-eyed and thoughtful writer and a
huge inspiration. There are so many young people I can't wait to give this book to." --Jacqueline
Woodson, author of Brown Girl Dreaming, former National Ambassador for Young People's
Literature "[Rodgers] now has a new goal: sharing her story with others. She certainly
accomplishes that in this raw, compelling memoir of a girl growing up in difficult circumstances
but with the wits, confidence, and drive that made her an All-Star. An inspiring autobiography."
--Booklist "WNBA champion Rodgers reflects on her childhood and road to athletic
glory...Encouraging tidbits will stay with readers, such as, 'Stars are stars because they work hard
even when the lights are not on'...This memoir...has a bold bounce." --Kirkus Reviews "Sugar
Rodgers's story will be inspirational not only for young girls, not only for young athletes, but for
everyone. You never know the mountains people have to climb to reach the level of success they
have achieved." --Etan Thomas, former NBA player, author of We Matter: Athletes and
Activism "Having had the privilege of playing and working with Sugar Rodgers, I've been blessed
with a front row seat to watch her grow into the woman she is today. My hope and prayer is that
everyone, both young and old, gets an opportunity to read this book and let Sugar--the athlete,
the woman, the survivor--have as much of an impact on their lives as she has had on mine."
--Swin Cash, three-time WNBA champion, VP of Basketball Operations with the New Orleans
Pelicans "It would be too easy to say that Sugar Rodgers's memoir is a slam dunk. It's more than
that--it's a three-pointer from deep. If you want to know what it takes to shoot for your dreams in
sports and in life, read this book." --C.J. Farley, author of Around Harvard Square Growing up
in dire poverty in Suffolk, Virginia, Sugar (born Ta'Shauna) Rodgers never imagined that she
would become an all-star player in the WNBA (Women's National Basketball Association). Both
of her siblings were in and out of prison throughout much of her childhood and shootings in her
neighborhood were commonplace. For Sugar this was just a fact of life. While academics wasn't a
high priority for Sugar and many of her friends, athletics always played a prominent role. She
mastered her three-point shot on a net her brother put up just outside their home, eventually
becoming so good that she could hustle local drug dealers out of money in one-on-one contests.
With the love and support of her family and friends, Sugar's performance on her high school
basketball team led to her recruitment by the Georgetown Hoyas, and her eventual draft into the
WNBA in 2013 by the Minnesota Lynx (who won the WNBA Finals in Sugar's first year). The
first of her family to attend college, Sugar speaks of her struggles both academically and as an
athlete with raw honesty. Sugar's road to a successful career as a professional basketball player is
fraught with sadness and death--including her mother's death when she's fourteen, which leaves
Sugar essentially homeless. Throughout it all, Sugar clings to basketball as a way to keep herself
focused and sane. And now Sugar shares her story as a message of hope and inspiration for
young girls and boys everywhere, but especially those growing up in economically challenging
conditions. Never sugarcoating her life experiences, she delivers a powerful message of discipline,
perseverance, and always believing in oneself.
Wooden: A Coach's Life Formac Publishing Company
A lighthearted, intimate chronicle of the Hall-of-Fame junior hockey coach traces his three decades as a
head coach and subsequent years as a general manager for the Ottawa 67s, sharing stories and
comments from famous athletes while offering insight into his gritty coaching style. Original.
They Call Me Killer W Publishing Group
From the creator of the popular website Ask a Manager and New York’s work-advice columnist
comes a witty, practical guide to 200 difficult professional conversations—featuring all-new
advice! There’s a reason Alison Green has been called “the Dear Abby of the work world.”
Ten years as a workplace-advice columnist have taught her that people avoid awkward
conversations in the office because they simply don’t know what to say. Thankfully, Green
does—and in this incredibly helpful book, she tackles the tough discussions you may need to have
during your career. You’ll learn what to say when ‧ coworkers push their work on you—then
take credit for it ‧ you accidentally trash-talk someone in an email then hit “reply all” ‧
you’re being micromanaged—or not being managed at all ‧ you catch a colleague in a lie ‧
your boss seems unhappy with your work ‧ your cubemate’s loud speakerphone is making you
homicidal ‧ you got drunk at the holiday party Praise for Ask a Manager “A must-read for
anyone who works . . . [Alison Green’s] advice boils down to the idea that you should be
professional (even when others are not) and that communicating in a straightforward manner
with candor and kindness will get you far, no matter where you work.”—Booklist (starred
review) “The author’s friendly, warm, no-nonsense writing is a pleasure to read, and her
advice can be widely applied to relationships in all areas of readers’ lives. Ideal for anyone new
to the job market or new to management, or anyone hoping to improve their work
experience.”—Library Journal (starred review) “I am a huge fan of Alison Green’s Ask a

Manager column. This book is even better. It teaches us how to deal with many of the most vexing
big and little problems in our workplaces—and to do so with grace, confidence, and a sense of
humor.”—Robert Sutton, Stanford professor and author of The No Asshole Rule and The
Asshole Survival Guide “Ask a Manager is the ultimate playbook for navigating the traditional
workforce in a diplomatic but firm way.”—Erin Lowry, author of Broke Millennial: Stop
Scraping By and Get Your Financial Life Together
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